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Goblins are the weakest of the monsters, with only numbers in their favor. No warrior would

dedicate himself to their eradication--except for Goblin Slayer. As his reputation spreads, a quest

comes from none other than the Supreme God's own archbishop--Sword Maiden, the Gold-ranked

adventurer renowned for defeating a Demon Lord. The former hero brings a report of goblins

beneath the flourishing, peaceful water town, followed by a plea for Goblin Slayer and his

companions to investigate, since no one else will. Searching the catacombs beneath the town,

though, the party discovers that the trouble runs far deeper than any of them realized. How are all

these goblins entering the city? And why is Sword Maiden so desperate...?
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If your enjoy vol 1 then this will not disappoint. Another quest involving goblin slaying. I enjoy the

strategic way how the party plans to attack or get out of tough situations, everyone contributes. I

kinda like the sword maiden character. Best girl contender? Then again, the MC only have goblins

on his mind.Can't wait for the 3rd book!

The story's enjoyable. As Goblin Slayer and co. progress through their adventures, I get pulled



deeper into the story. Action and tense moments keep me on the edge of my seat. Great read. High

Elf Archer is best girl.

If the previous volume was a bunch of assorted quests that showcased Goblin Slayer's word and

his actions on the frontier, then this one has him taking a single quest with his companions from the

last volume. There are goblins afoot and who better than GS to deal with them in the most effective

way possible.

A good sequel on this series. I liked the story and the way it was written. The only thing I found was

that it repeats a lot of info through the book. Good story and good characters, recommended.

The writing is beautiful. If you are coming after reading the manga, then definitely buy this book. It's

the same plot, but more detail on character perspective. I love imagining these characters as they

slay goblins and explore.

Great story can't wait to read the next one.

If you read the 1st vol then you already know why you read this series and this vol does not

disappoint. For new comers to the series or if you do not know what this series is it is dark fantasy

or a more basic way to put it a D&D world except dark.

There's a lot of goblins, and there's a lot of goblin massacre. There's a very slow but noticeable

development in goblin slayer's character development. He's not a flat character as people believed.
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